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ROB WOZNIAK has had several projects come to fruition.

Title of a recent work in science studies, "The Power of Science: How Scientists Create Knowledge," was published last year by Cambridge University Press.


JULIET M PERRON, a prolific writer, has published several books on the history of science and technology, including "The Uses of Science," published by University Press of Virginia, 1990.

News of Members

One of the members of the History of Science Society, Dr. E. J. hopper, has published a book titled "The Uses of Science," which has been well-received by the scientific community.

The annual meeting of the History of Science Society will be held November 7-10, 1996 in Athens. Several of the papers will be presented on the 2nd of November.

991 HS 1196

Funds awarded by the National Science Foundation to the History of Science Society for the year 1996.
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NEW ORGANIZATION IN THE HUMAN SCIENCES

Our organization, the International Society for the History of the Neurosciences (ISHN), is a new organization that may be of interest to readers of the newsletter. It provides a forum for discussion of the history of the neurosciences, and its aim is to encourage research and publication in this field.

Recent Publications

John's Special Issue

The International Society for the History of the Neurosciences (ISHN) was founded in 1996. The ISHN aims to promote research and discussion on the history of the neurosciences, and to encourage the publication of new research in this field.

Recent publications from the ISHN include:


The ISHN welcomes new members, and membership is available to anyone interested in the history of the neurosciences. For more information, please visit our website at www.ISHN.org.
At the final dinner, ESMS president Dr. Eric Wilson
provided a comprehensive overview of the
conference's goals, achievements, and lessons
learned. He highlighted the importance of
scaling up the momentum and engaged the audience
in thought-provoking discussions on how to
maintain the energy and passion that was
generated during the conference. The evening
concluded with a dinner at an elegant venue, where
guests had the opportunity to network and
celebrate the success of the conference.

The conference was a significant event in
the field of sustainable development, bringing
together experts from various disciplines to
exchange ideas and insights. The presentations
covered a wide range of topics, including
climate change, renewable energy, and
sustainable agriculture. The conference
provided a platform for participants to
share their research findings, discuss best
practices, and explore potential solutions to
the challenges facing the planet.

Under the leadership of Dr. Wilson, the ESMS
committee has been working tirelessly to
build on the momentum initiated at the
conference. They are planning to organize
future events that will continue to
advance the goals of sustainable development.

The conference's success is a testament to the
dedication and hard work of all those involved,
including the organizers, speakers, and
guests. It is hoped that the knowledge and
insights gained during the conference will
inspire action and contribute to a more
sustainable future for generations to come.

For more information, please visit our
website at www.esms.org.
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